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Adding Cloud Voice to Microsoft Teams

The Benefits of Microsoft Teams as Your UCaaS 
UCaaS is a cloud-based service that improves communication 
and collaboration with integrated telephony, meeting functionality, 
messaging, software apps, APIs, and related services. Features can 
include voicemail, fax, call routing, call recording, and more, as well 
as integration with business applications like CRMs and ERP systems. 
Benefits include:
• Improved efficiency, productivity
• Better collaboration, regardless of location
• Enhanced customer service
• Less expensive, greater economies of scale
• Flexibility and mobility, optimizing remote/hybrid work and travel
• Cost efficiencies—less hardware, less systems to maintain
• Greater security and scalability

With so many benefits and so many people working remotely, it’s no 
wonder companies are adding UCaaS—and no surprise so many 
choose Microsoft Teams. Since most organizations already have 
MS365, which includes Teams, it’s the most cost-effective option. And 
people appreciate the advantages of a Microsoft application and the 
regular upgrades. The only downside? Microsoft is not a voice provider.

UniVoIP Makes it Easy to Add Voice 
If collaboration is the goal, then voice is critical for truly unified 
communications. Over 90% of Teams users deploy a 3rd-party VoIP 
provider, but this can add cost and complexity. Fortunately, UniVoIP 
has already done the hard work for you! UniVoIP’s voice calling plan 
is used natively within the Teams client and doesn’t require any 
additional clients or plugins to enable users to communicate with the
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UniVoIP (continued) 
outside world. As a result, you get an improved user experience at a 
lower cost (and you can toss those desktop phones in the trash!).

• Additional features such as analog, faxing, paging, SMS, and contact 
center

• Native MS Teams client voice calling via any device—be available, 
accessible, and manageable from anywhere

• Scalable, efficient, and cost-effective—purpose-built platform and 
dedicated network for MS Teams eliminates integration issues and 
limitations

• Easy, rapid activation and deployment—industry-first automated 
onboarding has you up and running in minutes

• Fully cloud-native solution—no need for 3rd-party add-ons, 
equipment, or plug-ins

• 24/7/365 U.S.-based support, free number porting
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UniVoIP uses Commio to help you deliver the highest quality calls:
• Enjoy 99.99% up-time with 40+ carriers for reliable voice with 

maximum redundancy
• Intelligent call routing (ICR) ensures both the lowest cost and the 

highest quality calls—including smart toll-free
• Optimize your calling with real-time transparency and control
• Easy number management, with immediate access to thousands of 

numbers; and, move numbers between carriers quickly and easily

• 24/7/365 U.S.-based support

With Commio, you avoid unnecessary costs and complexity while 
eliminating the worry. 

Learn More!

Take advantage of UniVoIP’s free, fully-automated 30-day trial: 

bit.ly/msteamscommio

http://bit.ly/msteamscommio

